
Company Ticker Service Offering(s) Our Perspective

Amazon AMZN Prime and Twitch

We believe that Amazon's strategic play is to be a distributor of 
content rather than having content production as a core 
business. For example, consider Amazon's relationships with 
Starz, HBO, PGA Tour Live  and other content providers outside of 
feature film. The mechanics of these distributor agreements add 
"glue" to Amazon Prime as customers may purchase a 
subscription to Starz, HBO, PGA Tour etc. via Amazon Prime. 
Fledgling streaming networks would be wise to sign a distribution 
agreement with Amazon. DAZN US comes to mind. 

Apple AAPL Apple TV+ and Arcade

Tim Cook apparently gives production notes which is never a 
good sign as it relates to producing quality content. Arcade - 
Apple's downloadable gaming service - is an old business model. 
At present it is not clear to what extent Apple wants to be a 
significant content producer. We view Apple TV+ as a relatively 
low-cost experiment. Should Apple decide to become a 
meaningful original content player, the only move that makes 
strategic sense is for Apple to acquire Disney. It certainly has the 
balance sheet to do so.

AT&T T HBO Go, HBO Now, HBO Max
U.S.-centric content asset that doesn't have the scale to compete 
globally. HBO is at a distinct disadvantage to Disney and Netflix - 
each with a substantially larger content budget than HBO/AT&T.

DAZN Private DAZN
Weak sports content compared to ESPN, Fox Sports, Sky Sports. 
DAZN would do well for itself to find distribution partnerships to 
extend its reach.

Disney DIS ESPN+ Disney+ Hulu

Best content portfolio with legacy Disney, Pixar, Marvel, 
Lucasfilm and Fox Entertainment (and perhaps MGM?) It is 
unclear to what degree Disney's bundle deal with Verizon (1 year 
of DisneyPlus free) aided initial reported subscriber numbers for 
DisneyPlus. On the ESPN+ side, it will be interesting in the coming 
years to see if the NFL, NBA, MLB and NHL go direct-to-consumer 
and can ESPN+ have a role in that world? Live sports remains the 
content king.

Google GOOG YouTube & Stadia
YouTube Originals is an afterthought. Stadia - Google's cloud 
gaming service - is the future of gaming. We don't expect Google 
to be a meaningful player on the original content side. 

NBCUniversal CMCSA Peacock (2020)
Peacock will likely be a free, ad-supported content provider that 
will provide access to legacy NBC content (ex. "Cheers"), as well 
as new original content.

Netflix NFLX Netflix 

Sub-par library compared to Disney. Our bet is that Netflix will 
likely focus on "prestige" content (i.e. "The Irishman"). It would be 
prohibitally expensive and perhaps impossible for Netflix to 
create content IP that would rival Disney's hit content from a 
popularity standpoint in the short-to-intermediate term, perhaps 
even the long-term.
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